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SHIP SHAPE
OCEAN-GOING VESSELS WILL SOON BE PACKED WITH SENSORS 
CONNECTING THE WORLD’S TRADE TO OUR NETWORKS

More than 90 percent of global 
trade is carried by sea, by a 
fleet of over 6,000 cargo vessels 

loaded with some 20 million steel con-
tainers, according to the International 
Maritime Organization. Yet for all of its 
importance to our 21st-century global 
economy, this mammoth supply chain 
still operates largely hidden from public 
view, and runs on technology and busi-
ness practices that date back to the 1950s. 

But machine-to-machine technolo-
gies are finally coming to the hidebound 
nautical world of container shipping, 
promising improved cargo security and 
tracking, and streamlined logistics for 
buyers and sellers. Even the containers 
and the ships themselves are getting an 
overhaul—soon, many will be packed 
with sensors to connect the world’s 
supplies of hard goods to the Internet of 
Everything. And the ships might soon be 
piloted from shore.
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  PATCHING SECURITY HOLES
The most pressing reason to introduce the industry to M2M technology is to ad-
dress critical security holes. In addition to billions of dollars in hard goods, many 
of those 8-by-20-foot containers frequently carry drugs, weapons, and humans, 
which pass unnoticed through destination ports every day. (Counterfeiters alone 
ship $200 billion per year worth of fake goods in containers, according to the 
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute.) “A modern container ship is 
crewed by people who have no idea what they are carrying,” writes Rose George 
in 90 Percent of Everything, an industry exposé based on her voyage aboard a 
Maersk container ship. 

If captains have little information about the goods they’re piloting, ports don’t 
have much more. US ports physically inspect only 5 percent of the containers 
that pass through, according to the US Customs and Border Protection Agency. 
That number is even lower in Europe: 1 to 3 percent. While Congress passed leg-
islation after 9/11 requiring all US-bound cargo to be scanned at foreign ports 
before disembarking, the law is difficult to enforce. “The current approach has 
proven highly complicated to implement, and we’re looking for real long-term 
alternatives,” explains Stephan Lechner, director of the European Commission’s 
Joint Research Centre.

  NETWORKED CONTAINERS
National security agencies aren’t the only ones concerned about cargo. Indus-
tries that rely on overseas shipments would also benefit from a better under-
standing of where containers are and what’s inside them. “It’s isn’t just about se-
curity anymore,” says Johan Svanberg, an analyst at Berg Insight, a Gothenburg, 
Sweden-based research firm. “The focus also includes efficient supply chains 
and logistics.” Port congestions, for instance, regularly cause shipment delays, 
making it difficult for, say, an assembly plant waiting for parts to plan production 
when it can’t pinpoint accurate ETAs of incoming containers. 

A handful of shipping innovators are finally outfitting containers with sensors 
that collect and transmit a full range of journey-related information—GPS data, 
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signals that indicate unexpected container openings, internal temperature, and 
other storage conditions. These IP-linked sensors can send data back to port au-
thorities and others, alerting them to suspicious travel patterns or warning them 
if dangerous chemicals are stacked next to flammable materials, for instance. 
Berg Insight predicts that 1 million containers will be networked by 2016, grow-
ing more than 50 percent annually.

“These monitoring systems provide extremely accurate and complete 
data,” says Tom Robinson, SVP at Orbcomm, one of the largest vendors of con-
tainer-tracking solutions. “GPS location is accurate often to within eight feet, 
and transactions (i.e., the time a container is unloaded) are accurate often to 
within one minute.”

Like any sensor network, these systems require access to communication 
channels and autonomous power. Orbcomm offers “dual-mode” models that 
use a combination of cellular and satellite networks to transmit information, for 
example. Batteries power most systems, and some include solar power to extend 
operations, Svanberg says.

  INTELLIGENT CARGO
The industry benefits of networked shipping are eye-opening. EU-funded re-
searchers who conducted a series of “intelligent cargo” pilot studies in 2012 with 
Italian eyewear manufacturer Safilo used M2M technology to relay the location 
data of eyewear components en route to the company’s warehouse from over-
seas suppliers. Safilo tapped into the data to better schedule their assembly and 
manufacturing processes. The company reported that it avoided delays, slashed 
costs, and improved production efficiency. 

“Visibility to shipments will increase, and slack time will be reduced in deliv-
ery commitments,” Robinson says. “Service to those using container freight will 
improve, as predictability and cycle time becomes more favorable.”

Efficient supply chains also mean less pollution. As companies better under-
stand how their shipments travel, they’ll reassess their routes and stomp out 
inefficiencies, which waste fuel in addition to time. And trucks won’t waste gas 
driving to pick up a shipment only to find out that it’s been delayed.
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  CARBON FIBER CONTAINERS
Today’s industry-standard steel container hasn’t changed much since it debuted 
in 1956. But the need for networked communication suggests it won’t be around 
much longer. “Currently, a steel container buried among thousands of other steel 
containers cannot communicate anywhere because the metal container walls 
have a shielding effect,” Lechner explains. The smart alternative for containers—
carbon fiber—is lighter than steel, is nearly as strong, would require less fuel to 
transport, and would be easier to scan without being opened. Sensors on car-
bon-fiber containers can also harness power from mechanical stress that ships 
undergo during rocky trips across the ocean.

  ‘DRONE’ CARGO SHIPS
Rolls-Royce and a small number of other companies are taking a serious look at 
“captainless” ships—autonomous vessels operated by remote captains and with 
only a small crew onboard.

Don’t laugh. Human error causes 75 percent of maritime accidents, ac-
cording to Maritime Unmanned Navigation through Intelligence in Networks 
(MUNIN). The group argues that captainless ships could address both the labor 
shortages in seafaring personnel and growing maritime trade volumes. They’d 
also build more oversight into the sea leg of supply chains, says MUNIN project 
leader Hans-Christoph Burmeister. “The better connection to shore would 
increase the data availability and reliability and be beneficial for supply chain 
management, as the maritime leg is normally considered a black hole.”

In Norway, Rolls-Royce is building drone-ship prototypes that could be pi-
loted safely from shore. Unmanned ships provide additional safety benefits by 
reducing risks of piracy without a crew to serve as bait for pirates. Rolls-Royce 
is hoping to deploy its first drone ships in the Baltic Sea by 2020. 


